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QUESTION 1

The Master Server catalog is being recovered to a new server. The administrator receives the message displayed
below: Please insert the following media and run the volume configuration wizard or the vmupdate command to update
the NetBackup database. Host - train1 MediaID - GBP847 Barcode - GBP847S1 In the Administration Console, barcode
GBP847S1 is associated with media ID P847S1. How should the administrator proceed? 

A. use bplabel to change the media ID > re-inventory the library > perform recovery 

B. use nbdelete to remove the media id > use vmadd to re-add the media id > re-inventory the library > perform
recovery 

C. delete the tape > set the media ID generation rule accordingly > re-inventory the library > run recovery 

D. delete the tape > set the barcode rule accordingly > re-inventory the library > run recovery 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which command should an administrator use to determine which storage lifecycle policy\\'s image copies are
incomplete? 

A. nbstl 

B. nbreplicate 

C. bpimage 

D. nbstlutil 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which command should an administrator use to generate a list of all files backed up on a client for a specific backup
job? 

A. bpimage 

B. bplist 

C. bpimagelist 

D. bpdbjobs 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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An administrator tries to suspend an active job from the NetBackup Activity Monitor, but discovers that the 

option is grayed out. 

What is preventing the administrator from suspending the job? 

A. child jobs are still active 

B. the parent job is still active 

C. Multiplexing is enabled 

D. Checkpoint restart is disabled 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which value under Storage Unit Properties reflects the total amount of space allocated to a basic disk storage unit? 

A. Usable size 

B. Capacity 

C. Raw size 

D. Available or Available space 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Which operation compares the contents of an image to the NetBackup catalog? 

A. Verify 

B. Duplicate 

C. Import 

D. Rehydrate 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Which command can an administrator execute on a NetBackup client to measure backup performance? 

A. bpbkar 

B. bptestnetconn 
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C. bpclntcmd 

D. bpclient 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

A Windows 2008 R2 64-bit client backup job hung. The NetBackup administrator cancelled the job in the Administration
Console and restarted the NetBackup Client Service on the client. The administrator initiated another backup of the
client, and it also hung. Which NetBackup client process should be terminated to allow new backups to occur? 

A. bpcd 

B. bpbkar 

C. bpbkar32 

D. bpbkar64 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

What happens if the Maximum data streams property is enabled for a particular client? 

A. NetBackup ignores Maximum jobs per client and uses either Limit jobs per policy or Maximum indexing jobs per
indexing server, whichever is lowest 

B. NetBackup ignores Maximum jobs per client and uses either Maximum data streams or Limit jobs per policy,
whichever is lowest 

C. NetBackup ignores Maximum indexing jobs per indexing server and uses Maximum jobs per client or the Limit jobs
per policy, whichever is lowest 

D. NetBackup ignores Limit jobs per policy and uses either Maximum data streams or Maximum jobs per client,
whichever is lowest 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

On which system(s) is the NetBackup 7.6.1 LiveUpdate agent installed by default? 

A. Master Server only 

B. Master Server and Media Server only 

C. Master Server, Media Server, and client 

D. Media Server and client only 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

An administrator needs to prevent users on all client systems from performing user-directed restores while ensuring they
are able to view the contents of all previous backup images. What should the administrator configure to accomplish this
goal? 

A. enable the Master Server Host Property - Browse timeframe for restores 

B. enable the Master Server Host Property for clients listed in the Client Attribute - Allow browse 

C. de-select the "Allow server file writes" parameter in the Host Properties of the Master Server 

D. de-select the "Allow client restore" parameter in the Host Properties of the Master Server 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Which information is validated during an image verification operation? 

A. data on the client is validated with data on the volume 

B. data on the client is validated with data in the NetBackup catalog 

C. data on the volume is validated with data in the NetBackup catalog 

D. data on the client and the volume is validated with data in the NetBackup catalog 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

What is the state of the catalog backup media after successful completion of a catalog recovery using the Catalog
Recovery Wizard? 

A. Suspended 

B. Active 

C. Imported 

D. Frozen 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14
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A NetBackup Master Server has many backups running each night to an MSDP pool that take a long time to complete.
While these backups are running, replication jobs are queued. Which action should the administrator perform to ensure
replications can occur without waiting for the backups to complete? 

A. increase the replication job priority 

B. create a new disk storage unit to be used for replications 

C. increase the maximum concurrent jobs for the disk storage unit 

D. increase the maximum I/O streams for the disk pool 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

What is the image removal behavior for relocated images from a disk staging storage unit when the high water mark is
reached during a backup? 

A. NetBackup removes the oldest images until the low water mark is reached. 

B. NetBackup removes images alphabetically until the low water mark is reached. 

C. NetBackup removes the largest images until the low water mark is reached. 

D. NetBackup removes images with the lowest rank data classification until the low water mark is reached. 

Correct Answer: A 
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